CaraCompact

GET THE
INTO YOUR LIFE

The spiciest motorhome under the sun. CaraCompact

The hottest motorhome on the market is getting even hotter. No wonder that
this fiery vehicle is highly desired: with its extensive equipment and characterful
design, it rolls up to you with an unbeatable price-performance ratio.
Find out more on: www.weinsberg.com/edition-pepper

SPECIAL MODEL

CaraCompact

600 MEG

Additional standard equipment

UPHOLSTERY MALABAR

R08116969-EN-INT
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201788

Fiat Ducato 3500 kg; 2,3 l 140 Multijet (103 kW / 140 PS) - Euro 6d-Temp
Passenger airbag
Exterior mirror electrically adjustable and heatable
Swivel seats in driver‘s cab
Passenger‘s seat adjustable for height
Air conditioning in cab, manual including pollen filter and outside temperature display
Cab seats
Seat box cladding for cab seats
Cruise Control
Waste water tank insulated and heated
Flyscreen door
Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 cm x 50 cm with insect screen and darkening
Radio preparation incl. 2 loudspeakers
Front bumper painted in chassis colour

252143

Radio DAB+, All-in-One navigations system with camping software,
without CD/DVD-drive, antenna, 3 years map update
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Reversing camera incl. Cabling
Head-up display
Alloy rim for standard tyres
16" wheels
Steering wheel and gear knob in leather
Steering wheel with radio operating panel
Hinged window in roof hood with insect screen and blackout, bow
Additional garage door/hatch
Bed extension
TRUMA CP-Plus digital heating control panel
Truma iNet system
Ambience lighting
USB socket in the rear (1 piece)
TV holder
Awning 405 cm x 250 cm, white

550610

Front and side window blackout

252575

Complete antenna system Oyster 60 Premium, Twin incl. 24" LED TV
Upholstery selection: Malabar and specific product graphic PEPPER
Water filter system „BWT - Best-Camp mini“
230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 piece in garage
MOT and registration document
Fuel tank 90 ltr.
MediKit voucher:** Voucher for an extensive medication set (includes among others wound spray,
disinfectant spray and various pharmacy drugs)

452718
252729
202712
952823

600 MEG

FIND OUT
MORE IN OUR

2020 / 2021
CATALOGUE
600 MEG

600 MF

After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the right to
make technical changes within the framework of the construction
insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for
the customer.
Please also note the information in the current WEINSBERG
price list 2021, in particular regarding weights, loading
possibilites and tolerances, as well as the information on
standard equipment and the information on the optional
equipment contained in the special model (including weight
specifications).
The included optional equipment increases the mass of the
standard vehicle. Comparison model: CaraCompact 600 MF/
MEG. Errors and misprints excepted. Illustrations similar.
Please seek advice on further details at your WEINSBERG
specialist dealer.
** A voucher to redeem the medicine set is enclosed with the
vehicle. The medicine set contains medicines that must be
purchased from a pharmacy. The voucher can therefore only
be redeemed at the responsible MediKit mail-order pharmacy at
www.medikit.shop You can also obtain further information about
your MediKit at www.medikit.shop.

600 MEG

